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Australian Government Outlaws Personal Privacy

Summary: 
Turnbull wants to further erode your core rights and freedoms. The facial recognition program now
being proposed is not about protecting you. It's about protecting your rulers. Ask the people of
Barcelona how much they trust their government. Regardless how much you trust politicians now ...
in the future there will be a crook in power that will abuse laws that have trashed your civil liberties.

Are you ready to have your personal information and face spread over a wide network without your
permission? Does being filmed on CCTV already make you feel insecure or vulnerable? The
Australian government wants to take your personal privacy and freedoms away in the name of
National Security. But do you know the risks and pitfalls this will open up for the average law abiding
citizen? How secure do you think Australia's data banks are? Will you be one of the first to have your
ID hacked and your identity stolen?
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Turnbull launches F.R.E.S.H. The Facial Recognition Encourages Security Hackers
Program

Once again a tragedy is being used as an excuse for attacking our freedoms. Generally speaking
terrorists want you to live in a state of fear with limited freedoms. Terrorists of course can't do this to
a well educated, freedom cherishing population. But .... lucky for the terrorists our government will
do the job for them.

Turnbull's master plan is to have a central government controlled database with every Australian's
photo and personal data easily searchable. What could go wrong? We're glad you asked.

1. The database will be a honeypot for hackers. ID theft is already a huge source of criminal
attention ... and not just in Australia.
 
2. Turnbull is also making noises about weakening the encryption technology which protects your
privacy and security. That will make it even easier for hackers to access not only the *F.R.E.S.H
program database but all your digital information and communications eg bank records, government
records, credit card data held by corporations, iCloud photos, email etc

3. Have a look at what has just happened in the Spain / Catalonia scandal. A people held a peaceful
referendum regarding the way they wanted to live. The Spanish King and Prime Minister sent in the
police to rough up the people and disrupt their right to express their views. Just imagine if Turnbull's
CCTV / F.R.E.S.H-style surveillance system was operating.
 
4. CCTV pictures are notoriously fuzzy. False identifications will be common at least until higher
grade technology is rolled out.
 
5. Normally it is criminals that have their mugshots taken and freedoms limited. Our politicians are
now making it crystal clear where you stand and what you are. They, along with the corporations
that rule, consider you an economic unit. You produce and consume to suit their interests. Your
freedoms and rights are of no concern and are being eroded every day. Your economic and social
welfare is never really safe when your time and assets are continuously being stolen by the
untouchable crooks in business and politics.
 
6. Let's be clear folks - this is not about protecting Australians from madmen. It is about preventing
you from rising up - just like the people of Catalonia have just done - and demanding an end to a
corrupt government that facilitates their exploitation.
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7. Free people do not trade liberty for security. Of course you can be "safe" ...... if you let the
government lock you up, monitor your movements, your spending, your phone calls and your
internet use. Do you really want to live with that form of "safety?" Every tyrant in history wanted that
sort of control over their population. The Stasi in East Germany would have loved to have Turnbull's
F.R.E.S.H Program.
 
8. Even if you happen to trust Turnbull and Shorten it's only a matter of time before a leader takes
over that you would never trust with these powers.

9. OK ... let's just face the harsh truth. You already know that you can't trust politicians, the judiciary
and law enforcement. Look how the justice and regulatory regime treats victims of predatory
banking. Asset stripping is baked into the system. Look how political donations corrode our
democracy. Wake up .... it's getting serious from now on.

Turnbull's facial recognition surveillance system is just another way our governments are
extinguishing our rights.
 
There is nothing you can do to prevent a lone mentally deranged individual from causing massive
harm. Well there is one thing. How about structuring our society so that it is people friendly? Not one
that serves the interests of corporate criminals and corrupt politicians .... who actually serve the
interests of the elite 0.1%.

A nation living in civilised freedom will produce far fewer mentally scarred people. A population
being abused and ripped off from cradle to grave is not conducive to general well-being and good
mental health.

See links below for more information regarding:

Civil liberties & essential freedom out the window.
 
Have a look at this checklist of liberty. How far have we strayed from a true Bill of Rights? How much
of our civil rights have we let our crooked political and judicial systems steal?

A society that allows its people to be chewed up & spat out by corporate and political crooks does
not create widespread happiness and well-being. Have you suffered CUSO Syndrome?
 
Spain & Catalonia - Will the King maintain control of his ... peasants and their assets?  Spain has
lessons for Australia and vice versa.

*F.R.E.S.H - Facial Recognition Encourages Security Hackers Program - BRN's satirical term for
Malcolm Turnbull's brainwave to extinguish your civil rights.
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Websites For More Information: Security laws a threat to civil liberties
http://thenewdaily.com.au/news/national/2017/10/05/national-security-laws-civil-liberties/
Catalonia's dream: does independence vote lead to new heights or ugly collapse?
http://www.smh.com.au/world/catalonias-dream-does-independence-vote-lead-to-new-heights-or-
ugly-collapse-20171005-gyvhc3.html

Related Links: Australia's Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
Beware CUSO Syndrome.
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